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ABSTRACT
One of the major challenges in Microchannel Heat Exchanger (MCHX) design is the flow mal-distribution from the
header into different flow passes, especially for evaporator applications with two-phase refrigerant. Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation is extensively used in the heat exchanger design processes and performance
evaluations. The Eulerian Multiple Flow Regimes model in STAR-CCM+® modeling environment combines the
benefits of the commonly used Volume of Fluid model and Eulerian Multiphase model. This newly available model
allows simulation to capture free surfaces, dispersed sprays and dispersed bubbles. R-32 is selected in this study as
it is widely used in split type air conditioners and heat pumps. Two different geometries are analyzed: flow pattern
verification in round tube and microchannel heat exchanger header. The header simulations are validated again
experimental test data and thermal infrared image. The CFD two-phase distribution results were then used as an
input of a segmented heat transfer tube model to account for air-to-refrigerant heat transfer. This study should
provide researchers and engineers a concreate example in setting up flow distribution analysis for designing
improved microchannel heat exchanger headers.
Keywords: Microchannel, Heat exchanger, Computational Fluid Dynamics, Two-Phase Flow

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent development on air-to-refrigerant heat exchangers is trending towards smaller diameter heat exchangers.
Smaller diameter heat exchangers are developed to improve the refrigerant side heat transfer and to enhance the airside surface effectiveness. MCHXs have been successfully applied to air-source heat pump applications in Japan.
(Fujino et al. 2014) Refrigerant flow mal-distribution is a key challenge in improving heat exchanger performance.
Tube-Fin Heat Exchangers (TFHXs) uses distributor and capillary tubes to distributor the refrigerant flow into a
limited number of circuits. Microchannel Heat Exchangers uses headers to mix and distribute refrigerants into a
large number of different flow channels. MCHX header accounts for a significant contribution of material used
within the whole MCHX. Thus, a good header design should be compact and also distribute refrigerants evenly.
To study the effect of two-phase flow distribution, Hrnjak (2004) suggested three different methods: infrared
imaging, frost accumulation and exit air temperature profile. Huang et al. (2014) presented a co-simulation approach
that combines a single-phase header CFD model and an effectiveness-NTU based tube model in a MCHX condenser
simulation. The presented co-simulation model was able to accurately represent the pressure drop and heat transfer
within the microchannel tubes. However, the CFD study was limited to single phase inlet header filled with vapor
refrigerant. In order to apply MCHX to the highly demanded heat pump market, it is necessary to develop a suitable
header than can achieve good two-phase refrigerant distribution when the MCHX is operating as evaporator. In
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addition, for inverter heat pump applications, the header should be able to accommodate different refrigerant flow
rates and inlet conditions. Thus the header design analysis becomes a multi-parameter analysis, including not the
geometry parameters, but also various flow conditions. Experimental investigations have been carried out (Inoue et
al. 2017) to develop a loop header that improves two-phase refrigerant distribution. However, there lacks an
efficient simulation approach to optimize both distribution improvement and material cost saving. Therefore, a
comprehensive simulation approach is needed in order to come up with the optimized design. Such simulation
approach would reduce the engineering man-hour and testing resources.
The objective of this paper is to develop a CFD simulation approach that can accurately represent the two-phase
flow distribution from the inlet header to each flow channels within a microchannel evaporator. The simulation was
first conducted on single round tube cases to verify the model against three different flow regimes: stratified, annular
and slug flow. Microchannel header was then simulated and verified against thermal infrared images. The flow
rates and mass flow weighted quality was then feed into a heat transfer tube performance simulation tool to account
for air-to-refrigerant heat transfer and to validate the simulated capacity against experimental data.

2. ROUND TUBE SIMULATION
As the initial step towards solving the MCHX header distribution problem, the CFD model was verified against
three different flow regimes using round tube geometry. Table 1 below shows the flow conditions slected based on
Baker chart.
Table 1: Round Tube Flow Conditions

Flow Regime
Inner Diameter (mm)
Saturation Temperature (℃)
Mass Flow Rate (kg/hr)
Inlet Quality (-)
Gas Mass Flow Rate (kg/hr)
Liquid Mass Flow Rate (kg/hr)
Gas Volume Fraction (-)
Liquid Volume Fraction (-)

Stratified
7.925
0
12
0.08
0.96
11.04
0.806
0.194

Annular
7.925
0
120
0.8
96
24
0.9948
0.0052

Slug
7.925
0
200
0.021
4.2
195.8
0.5061
0.4939

2.1 Stratified Flow
This study based the physics model selection on the Eulerian Multiple Flow Regimes: Pressurized Water Reactor
example provided in STAR-CCM+® documentation (STAR-CCM+® v12.02 Manual, 2017). As shown in Figure 1,
the stratified flow was reproduced by the model. It should be noted that the inlet (left side of the tube in Figure 1)
and the initial condition of the fluid in the tube are treated as homogenous. Flow-split outlet was used in this
simulation.
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Figure 1: Stratified Flow Simulation Results

2.2 Slug Flow
For slug flow simulation, the flow was assumed to be unsteady. A sudden contraction of the cross-section was
implemented to introduce turbulence. Multiple slugs were formed on a 15 meter long tube. Figure 2 shows a
zoomed picture of the formed slugs.

Figure 2: Slug Flow Simulation Results

2.3 Annular Flow
Similarly, unsteady simulation is conducted to reproduce annular flow. The simulation results presented in Figure 3
shows a continuous liquid annular around the tube inner surface.
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Figure 3: Annular Flow Simulation Results
Through the initial investigation into the Eulerian Multiple Flow Regimes model on round tube simulation, we
obtained several key findings. Pressure outlet causes backflow and instability during the initial iterations. Whereas,
flow split outlet does not have such issues. It should be noted that pressure outlet has to be applied to solve MCHX
flow distribution issue. The interaction length scale is the key factor in the simulation. The interface turbulence
damping model was also essential to stratified flow simulation to get a proper interface, and to prevent any
unwanted dispersion at the interface. We also noticed that large interaction length scale value causes instability in
this simulation. As a result, the following MCHX study implements different interaction length scale in the large
diameter MCHX header and smaller diameter heat transfer tubes. The lessons learnt in this section provide insight
on model settings and parameter selections for the MCHX header simulation presented in the following sections.

3. MCHX HEADER SIMULATION
Figure 4 illustrates a typical one pass microchannel evaporator flow configuration. Two-phase refrigerant enters the
inlet header. The refrigerant is then distributed into the heat transfer tubes from inlet header. The refrigerant leaves
the heat transfer tube as gas, mixed in the outlet header before leaving the heat exchanger. The study presented in
this paper focuses on the mass flow distribution and quality distribution of the refrigerant, from inlet header to the
heat transfer tubes. The goal is to provide an accurate inlet condition and flow rate at each heat transfer tube. The
result of the CFD study is then feed into a steady state heat exchanger simulation model (Huang et al., 2015).

Figure 1: MCHX Flow Configuration
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Header is not a standalone component within the MCHX. The flow distribution within the studied header depends
on the heat transfer and pressure drop of the heat transfer tubes, and also the conditions of the upstream and
downstream headers. Huang et al. (2014) conducted a co-simulation of a CFD condenser header model with a
segmented heat exchanger tube model. The co-simulation approach exchanges flow distribution results from
Fluent® and the heat transfer tube model iteratively. It should be noted that the condenser header is fill with single
phase fluid in gas phase. The two-phase evaporator header simulation is considerably more time consuming and
unstable. Therefore, the iterative approach by Huang et al. (2014) is not feasible for two-phase header simulation.
The authors made several assumptions to simplify the heat transfer tube and downstream header. The following
sections explain the simplified heat transfer tube model and the CFD header model.

3.1 Microchannel Tube Model
A segmented air-to-refrigerant model can accurately represent the heat transfer within the microchannel. However,
this approach can be computationally expensive and often non-linear due to the use of empirical correlations. In this
study, a single heat flux value is across all heat transfer tubes to represent air-to-refrigerant heat transfer. Given the
inlet condition at each microchannel inlet, the outlet condition of the refrigerant can be calculated. The key factor
that affects refrigerant distribution in the inlet header is the pressure drop difference between each microchannel
tubes. A smoothed formulation of Müller-Steinhagen and Heck (1986) was used to calculation the refrigerant
pressure drop in the tubes. The friction factor calculation is as shown in Equation 1. The pressure drop per unit
length calculation is as shown in Equation 2.
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Figure 5: Two-Phase Friction Factor using Smoothed Müller-Steinhagen and Heck (1986) Correlation
We can assume the quality of refrigerant and the pressure drop per unit length is nearly linear in most cases
(R2=0.9931). The relationship is plotted in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Relationship between Refrigerant Quality and Pressure Drop per Unit Length
Given the inlet conditions, flow rates of liquid and gas phase and heat flux, the outlet condition can be calculated.
Since the heat flux is assumed to be uniform, in the case where the outlet is gas phase. The percentage of two-phase
region and vapor phase region can also be obtained. In the two-phase region, the pressure drop per unit length
calculation is based on the average of dP/dZ calculated at the inlet and outlet condition. In the vapor phase region,
the pressure drop calculation is based on the saturated vapor refrigerant properties.
TwoPhaseLengthRatio = 1 − 𝑥OP ∙ ℎRS /

4𝑞𝐿
𝐷? 𝐺

(3)

Figure 7: Tube Pressure Drop Considering Heat Transfer
Figure 7 shows a sample pressure drop calculation with 0.68 mm hydraulic diameter, 100 kg/m2s mass flux and 10
kW/m2 heat flux. The pressure drop formulation in Equation 1 through 3 produced a smoothed curve across
different inlet qualities. We consider this to be suitable for implementation as part of the MCHX CFD header model.

3.2 CFD Header Model
The simulation is assumed to be steady-state incompressible flow. Realizable k-ε was selected as the turbulent
model for its better stability in solving the MCHX header cases. The key factors are the interaction length scales,
the flow regimes terminus and onset. The interaction length scale, generally chosen to be the mean particle size, can
be calculated by S-Gamma model (Lo and Rao, 2007, Lo and Zhang, 2009). Despite using reduced relaxation factor
in solver setting, instability occurred during calculation. Therefore, the authors chose to use fixed interaction length
scale. Different interaction length scales were applied to the main header region and tube region to accommodate
the sudden mesh size change from header to the heat transfer tube.
Hexahedral and prism layer mesh were used in this simulation with special attention paid on the entrance to each
microchannel flow channels. A full header and tube model was simulated instead of a half model with a symmetric
plane. This is to allow accounting for different heat fluxes at different microchannels in the air flow direction. The
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number of cells is around 520000. The results start to stabilize after 6000 iterations, which takes around 8 hours of
computational time using 8 compute processes.
Table 2: Flow Conditions and Geometry Information
Number of Tubes
Number of Channels Per Tube
Refrigerant
Refrigerant Outlet Pressure (kPa)
Refrigerant Flow Rate (kg/hr)
Air Dry-Bulb Temperature (°C)
Air Wet-Bulb Temperature (°C)
Air Velocity (m/s)

844
36
6.9
6
1.8

23
24
R-32
841
55
9.8
7.9
1.8

826
75
11.9
9.9
1.8

Experimental validation were conducted at three different flow rates, Table 2 shows the basic flow conditions and
geometry information. The geometry and an example of void fraction can be found in Figure 8 and 9. As shown in
the figures, only the entering length of the microchannel tubes is modeled as part of the header calculation domain,
where the Eulerian Multiple Flow Regimes model was applied. The remainder of the microchannel tubes was
assumed to be a porous region, where only pressure drop calculations as described in Section 3.1 were conducted.

Figure 8: Header Geometry

Figure 9: Void Fraction Contour
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Figure 10 and Figure 11 presents the experimental thermal infrared images of the MCHX face and the comparison to
CFD simulation results. The CFD simulation plot is based on the two-phase percentage calculation in Equation-3.
The overall trend of flow distribution can be produced in all three flow condition. Improvement can still be to the
bottom tubes of 36 kg/hr cases, and the upper tubes of 55 kg/hr and 75 kg/hr. In part, the regional deviations can be
due to the lack of consideration of air-to-refrigerant heat transfer heat transfer at each tube. Further performance
simulations were carried out to study the effect of air-to-refrigerant heat transfer in the following section.

Figure 10: Experimental Thermal Infrared Images

Figure 11: CFD Simulated Refrigerant Phase Distribution

4. AIR-TO-REFRIGERANT HEAT TRANSFER VALIDATION
The flow distribution data from the CFD simulation were exported and input into the segmented air-to-refrigerant
heat transfer model developed by Huang et al. (2015). Two scenarios were considered in the segmented heat
exchanger model calculation, one assuming even refrigerant distribution and one using previous CFD result as the
input to the segmented heat exchanger model. Uniform refrigerant distribution assumption, shown in Figure 12
which is commonly used in heat exchanger performance simulation, provides no insight on the impact of header
design. Comparing Figure 13 with experimental images in Figure 10, the results with CFD flow distribution input
matches the data well. In addition, when air-to-refrigerant heat transfer is considered as opposed to a uniform heat
flux input in the CFD simulation, the previous mentioned deviations at bottom tubes (36 kg/hr case) and the upper
tubes (55 kg/hr and 75 kg/hr cases) reduced as compared to the CFD only simulation results in Figure 11.
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Figure 12: Segmented Tube Model Simulated Phase Distribution Assuming Even Flow Distribution

Figure 13: Segmented Tube Model Simulated Phase Distribution using CFD Flow Distribution Input
The cases studied are too few to draw any definite conclusions on the accuracy of different assumptions in the
simulation. As shown in Table 3, the commonly adopted uniform distribution assumption results in higher heat
capacity prediction, as compared to CFD simulated distribution input cases.
Table 3: Ratio of Calculated Capacity over Test Capacity

36 [kg/hr]
55 [kg/hr]
75 [kg/hr]

Uniform Distribution
102.10%
102.50%
104.60%

CFD Distribution Input
98.90%
98.80%
99.50%

4. CONCLUSIONS
The studies presented in this paper demonstrated a comprehensive process in adopting two-phase CFD simulation in
the R-32 microchannel evaporator header design process. From the initial verification of CFD models in round tube
simulations, to CFD header simulation and verification against test data, eventually this leads to a better
understanding of the overall heat exchanger performance. The approach was validated against a basic header design
with tube protrusion. However, the approach can be applied to more complicated and innovative designs. Given
the enhanced performance and cost reduction potential, MCHX has been successfully adopted in many heat pump
applications. The systematic approach presented in this paper should be beneficial to designers and researchers in
advancing the adoption of MCHX in a wider range of applications.
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NOMENCLATURE
dP
dZ
Dh
G
hfg
L
q
Re
xin
λTP
ρTP

pressure drop
unit length
hydraulic diameter
mass flux
latent heat
tube length
heat flux
Reynolds number
inlet quality
two-phase frictional factor
two-phase density

(Pa)
(m)
(m)
(kg/m2-s)
(kJ/kg)
(m)
(W/m2)
(–)
(–)
(-)
(kg/m3)
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